Winter Term Registration Totals 6,361

Today's Campus

[Article text about campus events]

Traditions, Curricula Seen in Coat of Arms

By EMILY KALLED

With the days of tradition passed into history and the world in a state of emergency, a new coat of arms has been adopted by Michigan State College. Its design was submitted by Captain Joseph A. Kley, a member of the 47th Artillery Corps, overseas, and member of the Alpha Sigma Alpha fraternity, of which he is also a charter member.

The coat of arms consists of a helmet surmounted by a crest. The crest is composed of a blue ray and a palm. The helmet is surmounted by a plume of feathers. The coat of arms is supported by two elephants, representing administrative staff, alumni relations, and other divisions of the college. The coat of arms is to be worn on the front of all faculty members of the college.

Roosevelt Presents 99 Billion Dollar Budget Request for '45 to Congress

WASHINGTON, D.C., April 3, (AP) - President Roosevelt today requested Congress to appropriates $99 billion for the fiscal year beginning July 1st.

Students to Donate Blood to Red Cross Unit Next Week

Dr. Dudley P. Smith, Director of the Student Health Service, announced today that all students will be required to donate blood to the Red Cross Unit next week.

Rome Broadcasts News of Bombing

Rome (Hansa), April 3, (AP) - The British and American forces have been bombing Rome, as reported by the official Italian news agency, ANPA.

Weather

WASHINGTON, D.C., April 3, (AP) - The weather is expected to be clear and sunny today with a high of 70 degrees Fahrenheit.

TIME TABLE

[Table with scheduled events and times]

Today:

11:00 a.m. - Professor A. B. Smith will give a lecture on American literature.

4:00 p.m. - The Michigan State College orchestra will perform a concert.

6:00 p.m. - The Michigan Student Union will have a dance.

11:00 p.m. - The Michigan State College football team will have a practice session.

Tomorrow:

8:00 a.m. - The Michigan State College football team will have a practice session.

12:00 p.m. - The Michigan State College orchestra will perform a concert.

5:00 p.m. - The Michigan Student Union will have a dance.

7:00 p.m. - The Michigan State College football team will have a practice session.
THE LESS SAID......

BY NEVA ACKERMAN

A

We have private tests for the blood but there is little known about these blood conditions that are not detectable by the usual, routine blood tests. Some people are predisposed to having defective blood systems or components, and yet are not aware of it. We have found people whose blood systems are not working properly, and yet no one knew it. The tests are not expensive and do not take much time. You can be sure that you are not going to find out anything that will hurt you, and it may be the best thing you ever decided to do.

CORAL GABLES

FRI. SAT. SUN.
SUNDAY AFTERNOON

Presenting
3 Sherwoods
Gloria Shaye
Dornfield
Betty Harris
Bennie Carew

We suggest
Reservations
Call 6931 or 2133

MICHIGAN STATE NEWS...

In Campus Quarters

By SCOTTIE MCMILLAN

THE KAPAN has come, and in the style of that popular British comedian, he has found an audience very willing to laugh. This is probably because the audience is somewhat inebriated, although the comedian is the least likely of the two parties to be the source of the laughter. The comedian, known only as "Mockery," is the first of his kind to appear in the Kapan for some years. He has a reputation for being an able mimic and has been known to imitate such personalities as Chico Marx, Charlie Chaplin, and Robert H. Field. His performance consists mainly of skits and songs, and he was accompanied by a novelty band, the All-American Orchestra. The function was held in the Student Union and lasted from 7:30 to 11:30. The audience numbered in the hundreds and included many students, alumni, and faculty members.

Flowers Say It Best

Very easy too...just give your order here.

The flowers of the finest quality will be delivered anywhere in the United States.

Whether they're for a birthday, a wedding anniversary, or a party we have them.

Just Call 8-5551

Jewett's

135 W. Grand River

REED MICHIGAN, Manager
History's Largest Air Battle Takes Toll of Yank Planes

Roll Out Replacements for New Strikes

Retained Artist's COAT OF ARMS to Demonstrate Mural Painting

Final Bridge Tourney to Be Held Tomorrow Afternoon in Union

The More Bonds and Sweat - The Less Blood and Tears

A MESSAGE TO EVERY ONE OF YOU

from

The Michigan State News

Its Present Staff

and

Former Members Now in Service

Our armed forces have a continuous fighting job. And so it is with buying bonds. Buying bonds is a continuous responsibility for everyone who can scrape the price of a bond together at any time.

Let's all get in the fight.

Back the Attack with Bonds!
Free French Troops Move Into Action Near Cassino in Italy

American Troops Continue to Push Beyond Cervaro

ALLIED HQS, Algiers, Jan. 15 (AP) - French troops, under Gen. Alphonse Juin, opened a flanking drive through Italy. Troops, including some 2,000 tanks and self-propelled guns, are now assorted in Cassino, about 15 miles from Rome. "There are no German troops in the area," an Allied commander said today. American troops, however, are being sent in from the south as the Allied command pushes forward.
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